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Your fast start guide is to help you
get up and running with Associate
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How to edit your Associate card
1.Login at www.associate.global
using your social media login or
your email address and
password.

2. On your first visit you are
directed to the dashboard. On
subsequent visits, select
‘Manage my cards’ from the
menu.
3. Choose from the buttons on
the page to add or edit details
to your card

All changes made are
immediately visible on your
Associate card.
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How to share your Associate card
1. Open the Associate card you
want to share.
2.

Tap the ‘Share’ button
OR
Tap the QR Code to share by
QR Code.

iPhone users: Tap the square
icon on then bottom of your
screen to share by numerous
other methods, including
AirDrop, Skype, WhatsApp and
numerous social platforms,
depending on what is installed
on your iPhone.
Android users have similar
choices by tapping the 3 dots
on the top right of the screen.
You won’t have AirDrop, but
instead have Google Beam.

NOTE: The other person does NOT need to be an Associate
member to open or view your shared card. They only need
Internet access.
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Viewing cards you’ve previously
opened

Tap the History icon on the
top of your screen

Find previously viewed
Associate cards, even if you’re
not an Associate member,
logged in or not.

You can then recall the cards of
those you have met, ready to
share with others or jot notes
and reminders against.
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Keep handy notes against any
Associate card
1. Open the Associate card
you’d like to add a note or
view existing notes.
2.

View edit, save or delete
your notes as you’d like.

NOTE: You will need to be
logged in to add or view your
notes.
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Building a Trusted Network
Tap the trust button to add or
remove a user to your
‘Trusted Network’
Your ‘Trusted Network’ are
others you trust to recommend.
As you pass your card on,
others can search find
businesses & services that
you recommend.
And as others who add you
pass on their Associate card,
you get personally
recommended.
AND… as others who are
logged in conduct a ‘Word of
Mouth’ search for a business
such as yours, the networks of
those they trust are scanned for
results.
So a hot tip is…. find a few
businesses that you trust and
are happy to recommend, and that are happy to do the
same for you. If they are not yet an Associate member,
suggest they join so that you can network their card.
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Scan business cards
Tap the scan icon on the top
of your screen

You will be prompted to take or
select a photo of the business
card being added.
Review the information to be
added and edit if necessary.
Click save.
You will see a prompt whether
to send a message to the
business card owner, allowing
them to set a password and
create an Associate card.
This ensures that you always
have their current information
and promotions.
If you are a current ‘Associate
Business’ member and they
choose to upgrade to business,
you will receive a 15% commission of that membership fee.
as subject to our terms & conditions.
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